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Notes to Parents 
 
This book assumes that either the child has completed Learn to Read, Write 
and Spell Book 6 or that they understand the following sounds and can easily 
read the passages printed underneath. 
 
Sounds 
Igh sound as in knight; multiple ou—ou as in found, oo as in soup, u as in touch, 
o as in shoulder; multiple ow sound—long o as in grow; ow as in cow; multiple 
au—short o as in Australia, aw as in autumn; multiple ew sound—oo as in crew, 
ew as in stew; gn as in sign.  
 

Reading Passage 
The grey wolf stalked his prey into the valley.  There were 
many monkeys in the trees. They screeched at the grey 
wolf but he ignored them. The monkeys had not been de-
ceived by him. 
 

His prey was an old donkey. The donkey grazed unaware 
of the donkey’s presence. The wolf crept closer and closer. 
Then, as he prepared to spring, a man came up. He spoke 
in a quiet voice to the donkey and led him to the stable. 
The donkey was safe.  
 
If your child does not know all the sounds or is unable to read the passages use 
Learn to Read, Write and Spell  5 and 6  before beginning Successful Spelling 3 
or test with Test Your Spelling and English 2. 
 
The spelling words in this book have been grouped together in “families” to 
make it easier for the child to learn and to reinforce the phonics sounds al-
ready learnt. Each unit is designed as a week’s work, however if your child can 
already spell the words you can move on more quickly. Alternatively if your 
child finds one unit too much, you can complete it over a two week period. It 
is important that the child completes all the exercises so that he/she under-
stands not only how to spell a word but when to use it. 
 
Each day the child should:  
A.  Look at the list words. 
B.  Say the word. 
C.  Sound the word, e.g.  th…. at    says that;   sh…..ip says ship. 
D.  Read them again —this is part of the process of sounding them.  
E.  Write them. 
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Never use the method where the child looks at the word, says the word and 
then covers and writes it. This method is rarely successful. Too often children 
spell the word incorrectly time and time again. Spelling is never a guessing 
game. 
 
It is essential that children learn to spell well. To do so they must have mastered 
the phonics sounds and have a logical spelling programme that reinforces the 
sounds that they have learnt. Without either of these tools a child will struggle 
all their adult life. Spelling checkers on computers are useful tools, but they are 
simply that. They will only pick up some of the mistakes. For example: I will knot 
come home with you today. In this context “knot” is spelt incorrectly. The word 
“not” should have been used. The spelling checker did not pick up the 
mistake because the word “knot” is a word and it was spelt correctly. 
 
Parents should read the instructions with the child and make sure they 
understand what to do. Some of the concepts that the child will deal with are 
complex and the wording of the instructions have been simplified for them.  
 
Revision has been included every fifth unit along with simple dictation. The 
dictation is optional.  
 
Rules are reinforced along with the exercises. Children need both practice 
and repetition in rules before they become automatic. 
 
Test spelling words at the end of each week. Add any mis-spelt words to the 
next spelling list. Make sure that the child understands the meanings of all 
words, e.g., tax—money taken by the Government to help run the country.  
 
Some exercises have been provided which help children understand 
definitions. The most common definition hasn’t always been chosen to enable 
a child to understand that sometimes a word has more than one meaning. 
“The Australian Primary Dictionary”, third Edition, published by Oxford Press was 
used for these definitions. Make sure you use a Primary School Dictionary with 
your child and not one intended for an adult. 
 
There will eventually be eleven books in the series. Spelling will progress 
logically from year to year and spelling rules will be included where 
appropriate. These books will also extend the student’s vocabulary and help 
him/her know where to use the word appropriately. 
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Unit 1    Revision of Commonly Used Words 
 
Say the word. Sound the word. Say the word. Write the word three 
times each day. Make sure you know the meaning of each word. 
 

again                are                first                 forgot           happy 

look                   never            off                  see               there 

their                   they              today            too               two          very 

walk                  was                what             where          who         you 

 
A.  Three of the words in your list ask questions. Can you write them 

below? 
 
  1.  _____________                    2.  ____________          3.  ___________ 
 
B. a is sounded as the short o after w, wh and qu.  
     Write the words from your list that obey this rule. 
 
  1.  _________________              2.  _______________ 
 
C.  Homonyms are words that sound the same but are spelt differently. 

There are several homonyms in your word list. Write them below. 
 
1.  _________________                     2.  _______________ 
 
3.  _________________                     4.  _______________ 

 
D.  Use the homonyms you have written above in exercise C to 

complete the sentences below. Use each word only once. 
 

1.  Jane said that she wanted to come ___________. 
 
2.  I saw the duck over ____________. 
 
3.  John and Bill are here but I left ____________ bags in 

the car. 
 
4.  Here are _____________ cups. 
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E.  Find a word from your list that matches each definition below. 
 

1.  once more                               _____________ 
 
2. at no time                                 _____________ 
 
3. extremely or exact                   _____________ 
 
4. failed to remember                 _____________ 
 
5. to face in a particular             _____________ 
     direction 

 
F.  Antonyms are words that have the opposite meaning. Find words in 

your spelling list with the opposite meaning to each word below. 
 
 

1. remembered             ____________         2.  sad          _____________ 
 
3.  always                        ____________         4.  last           _____________ 
 
5. here                            ____________         6.  on            _____________ 
 

G.  Write a sentence of your own for each list word below. 
 

1. very        ______________________________________________________ 
 
2. where _______________________________________________________ 

 
H.  Write the two list words that end in an “a” sound but which are spelt 

differently. Underline the “a” sound in each word. 
 

1. _____________             2.  _____________ 
 

I.  Make new words from each word below by removing a letter. 
 

1.  again    __________   2.  first    ___________    3.  Never     __________ 
 
4. too __________           5.  off     ___________    6.  What      __________ 
 
7.  forgot __________      8.  they  ___________  
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Unit 2    igh sound 
 
Say the word. Sound the word. Say the word. Write the 
word three times each day. Make sure you know the 
meaning of each word. 
 

alight          bright           delight         fight              fortnight 

fright           height          knight           light              midnight 

might         night             plight            right              sight              tight 

 
A.  Change the list words below to verbs by adding “en”. 
 
1.  bright    _____________             2.  height      _____________ 
 
3. light        _____________             4.  tight         _____________ 
 

B.  Some adjectives show degree or more or less of a thing . They are 
called superlatives and comparatives. Change the adjectives 
below to show comparative and superlative. For example, white, 
whiter, whitest. Your dictionary will help you if you are not sure. 

 
     Positive                Comparative                     Superlative 
 
1. bright                   _____________                    _____________ 
 
2. light                      _____________                    _____________ 
 
3. might                   _____________                    _____________ 
 
4.  tight                     _____________                    _____________ 

 
C.  Homonyms are words that sound the same but are spelt differently. 

There are two homonyms in your word list. Write them below. 
 
 

1.  ______________                   2.  ________________ 
 

D.  On a separate piece of paper write all the words that you can 
make using the letters in the word “midnight.” I found twelve 
words. 
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E.  To change most words from the present tense to the past tense we 
add ed, d or t, for example, plant, planted. Change each list word 
below to the past tense. Use your dictionary if you are not sure. 

 
      Present Tense             Past Tense 

 
1. sight                            _______________ 
 
2. delight                        _______________ 
 
3. fright                           _______________ 
 
4.  right                            _______________ 
 

F.  Some words change in the past tense, for example: fly, flew. 
Change each list word below to the past tense. Use your dictionary 
if you are not sure. 
 
 

1.  light                                    _______________ 
 
2.  fight                                    _______________ 
 

G.  Write a word from your word list that matches each meaning 
below. 

 
 

1. to come to earth, to settle     _______________ 
 
2. a difficult situation                   _______________ 
 
3. two weeks                                 _______________ 
 
4. great pleasure                         _______________ 
 
5. twelve o’clock at night           _______________ 

 
H.  Write the three list words containing the word “night.” 
 
 

1.  _______________         2.  _______________     3.  _______________ 
 

I.  Write the three list words containing the word “light.” 
 
 

1.  _______________         2.  _______________     3.  _______________ 
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Answers Successful Spelling 3 
 

Page 4 Unit 1 
A.  Words that ask questions 
      1.  who 2.  what      3.  where  (any order) 
B.  A sound that says short o 
      1.  was            2.  what    (any order) 
C.  Homonyms from the list 
      1.  too             2.  two         3.  there 
      4.  their  (any order) 
D.  Using homonyms from C 
      1.  too   2.  there      3.  their     4.  two 
 
Page 5 
E.  Match word to definition 
      1.  again         2.  never      3.  very 
      4.  forgot         5.  look 
F.  Antonym 
      1.  forgot         2.  happy    3.  never 
      4.  first              5. there        6.  off 
G.  Sentences 
      Parent to check. 
H.  Same “a” sound 
      1.  they           2.  today  (any order) 
I. Remove a letter 
      1.  gain           2.  fist            3.  ever 
      4.  to               5.  of            6.  hat 
      7.  forgo (can also be spelt forego)    8.  the 
This exercise is designed to show children how 
careful they have to be when writing a word. 
 
Page 6 Unit 2 
A.  Change to a verb 
      1.  brighten    2.  heighten          3.  lighten 
      4.  tighten 
B.  Comparative and Superlative 
      1.  brighter    brightest       2.  lighter   lightest 
      3.  mightier   mightiest       4.  tighter  tightest 
This is taught in Successful English 3A. 
C.  Homonyms 
      1.  night      2.  knight     (any order) 
D.  Words within midnight 

nit, din, tin, mit, dig, hit, gin, might, thin, Tim, 
night, mid 

 
Page 7 
E.  Change to past tense 
      1.  sighted                2.  delighted 
      3.  frightened           4.  righted 
F.  Change word for past tense 
      1.  lit                          2.  fought 
G.  Meanings 
      1.  alight                   2.  plight      3.  fortnight 
      4.  delight                 5.  midnight 
 
 
 

 

H.  words containing night 
     1.  knight       2.  fortnight  
     3.  midnight     (any order) 
I.   words containing light 
     1.  alight        2.  delight    3.  plight 
 
Page 8 Unit 3 
A.  Bounce and bound. 
     Parent to check meaning is understood. 
B.  Definitions 
     1.  devour      2.  crouch       3.  doubt 
     4.  astound    5.  account     6.  discount 
 
Page 9 
C.  Add ed or ing 
     1.  accounted        accounting 
     2.  bounced            bouncing 
     3.  crouched           crouching 
     4.  devoured           devouring 
     5.  doubted            doubting 
D.  Synonym from word list 
     1.  astound              2.  count     3.  bound 
E.  Complete 
     1.  about                 2.  flour        3.  couch 
     4.  aloud 
F.  Words containing count 
     1.  account             2.  discount 
     (any order) 
G.  Remove a letter 
     1.  for                       2.  loud 
     3.  mount                 4.  loud 
 
Page 10 Unit 4 
A.  Add e or es to form plural 
     1.  houses        2.  fountains        3.  hounds 
     4.  pouches     5.  mountains      6.  grounds 
B.  Change word to plural 
     1.  mice 
C.  What am I? 
     1.  house       2.  pouch              3.  hound 
     4.  foul            5.  mound             6.  loud 
 
Page 11 
D.  add “ed” and “ing” 
     1.  founded             founding 
     2.  grounded           grounding 
     3.  hounded            hounding 
E.  Comparative and Superlative 
     1.  fouler   foulest    2.  Louder   loudest 
F.  Write a sentence 
     Parent to check. 
G.  Acrostic 
     1.  foul            2.  our          3.  mouth 
H. Homonym 
     1.  our            2.  foul 
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Answers Successful Spelling 3 
 

Page 4 Unit 1 
A.  Words that ask questions 
      1.  who 2.  what      3.  where  (any order) 
B.  A sound that says short o 
      1.  was            2.  what    (any order) 
C.  Homonyms from the list 
      1.  too             2.  two         3.  there 
      4.  their  (any order) 
D.  Using homonyms from C 
      1.  too   2.  there      3.  their     4.  two 
 
Page 5 
E.  Match word to definition 
      1.  again         2.  never      3.  very 
      4.  forgot         5.  look 
F.  Antonym 
      1.  forgot         2.  happy    3.  never 
      4.  first              5. there        6.  off 
G.  Sentences 
      Parent to check. 
H.  Same “a” sound 
      1.  they           2.  today  (any order) 
I. Remove a letter 
      1.  gain           2.  fist            3.  ever 
      4.  to               5.  of            6.  hat 
      7.  forgo (can also be spelt forego)    8.  the 
This exercise is designed to show children how 
careful they have to be when writing a word. 
 
Page 6 Unit 2 
A.  Change to a verb 
      1.  brighten    2.  heighten          3.  lighten 
      4.  tighten 
B.  Comparative and Superlative 
      1.  brighter    brightest       2.  lighter   lightest 
      3.  mightier   mightiest       4.  tighter  tightest 
This is taught in Successful English 3A. 
C.  Homonyms 
      1.  night      2.  knight     (any order) 
D.  Words within midnight 

nit, din, tin, mit, dig, hit, gin, might, thin, Tim, 
night, mid 

 
Page 7 
E.  Change to past tense 
      1.  sighted                2.  delighted 
      3.  frightened           4.  righted 
F.  Change word for past tense 
      1.  lit                          2.  fought 
G.  Meanings 
      1.  alight                   2.  plight      3.  fortnight 
      4.  delight                 5.  midnight 
 
 
 

 

H.  words containing night 
     1.  knight       2.  fortnight  
     3.  midnight     (any order) 
I.   words containing light 
     1.  alight        2.  delight    3.  plight 
 
Page 8 Unit 3 
A.  Bounce and bound. 
     Parent to check meaning is understood. 
B.  Definitions 
     1.  devour      2.  crouch       3.  doubt 
     4.  astound    5.  account     6.  discount 
 
Page 9 
C.  Add ed or ing 
     1.  accounted        accounting 
     2.  bounced            bouncing 
     3.  crouched           crouching 
     4.  devoured           devouring 
     5.  doubted            doubting 
D.  Synonym from word list 
     1.  astound              2.  count     3.  bound 
E.  Complete 
     1.  about                 2.  flour        3.  couch 
     4.  aloud 
F.  Words containing count 
     1.  account             2.  discount 
     (any order) 
G.  Remove a letter 
     1.  for                       2.  loud 
     3.  mount                 4.  loud 
 
Page 10 Unit 4 
A.  Add e or es to form plural 
     1.  houses        2.  fountains        3.  hounds 
     4.  pouches     5.  mountains      6.  grounds 
B.  Change word to plural 
     1.  mice 
C.  What am I? 
     1.  house       2.  pouch              3.  hound 
     4.  foul            5.  mound             6.  loud 
 
Page 11 
D.  add “ed” and “ing” 
     1.  founded             founding 
     2.  grounded           grounding 
     3.  hounded            hounding 
E.  Comparative and Superlative 
     1.  fouler   foulest    2.  Louder   loudest 
F.  Write a sentence 
     Parent to check. 
G.  Acrostic 
     1.  foul            2.  our          3.  mouth 
H. Homonym 
     1.  our            2.  foul 
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